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Automated Deployment of 
Oracle RAC Using Enterprise 
Manager Provisioning Pack

By Kai Yu

 As a part of the Oracle Enterprise Manager’s lifecycle 
management solutions, the Oracle Enterprise 
Manager Provisioning Pack saves time and cost for IT 

organizations by automating provisioning of software, servers 
and applications. This article examines the infrastructure of 
the provisioning pack, including the Provisioning Deployment 
Procedures and the Software Library, and how to automate 
some time-consuming and error-prone tasks such as 
provisioning an Oracle 11g RAC database, and extending a 
RAC database to additional nodes.

Introduction
In today’s IT organizations, deployment of software subsystems such as OS, 
database and applications becomes increasing difficult as the software gets 
more and more complex. Oracle RAC is one such subsystem that has a 
relatively complex deployment process. And it is even more challenging to 
manage consistency and compatibility of the deployment across the OS, 
database and applications in terms of patching level as well as the security 
compliance requirements. On the other hand, to meet the requirements of IT 
application projects, DBAs and system administrators often have to spend a 
significant amount of time on deploying many software and application 
environments for various purposes such as development, testing, production, 
disaster recovery and business continuity and production support. Therefore, it 
becomes very important to automate some of the deployment tasks to 
overcome the technical complexity and the consistency issues with the 
deployment, but also to free DBAs’ or administrators’ resources so that they 
can focus on more important tasks such as architecture design and 
performance tuning. To address these challenges, Oracle Enterprise Manager 
Grid Control offers the Provisioning Pack to automate the provisioning of 
software, applications and servers as a part of Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid 
Control‘s lifecycle management solutions. The provisioning features provide 
the following significant benefits for IT software deployment:

•• Allows automated, repeatable and reliable deployment. Deployment 
can be scheduled to run in an unattended mode and is great for mass 
deployment, which can significantly reduce the time and cost that DBAs 
and IT departments have to spend on system deployments.

•• Makes it possible to implement “Gold” Image deployment. The deployment 
is initially performed using installation media. After this initial 
installation is upgraded, patched and tested, this deployed system can be 
saved as a “Gold” image in the Software Library for future deployments. 
This “Gold” Image-based deployment method ensures the consistency and 
compliance of all the subsequent deployments.

The Enterprise Manager Grid Control Provisioning Pack includes provisioning 
of the following stack: 

•• Operating system and Oracle VM on bare metal hardware

•• Database and Oracle Real Applications cluster (RAC) with RAC extension 
and deletion

•• Middleware

This article will specifically focus on the provisioning of Oracle RAC database 
and RAC extension.

Oracle Enterprise Manager Provisioning Solutions Overview
Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control offers the automated provisioning 
solutions in the form of Provisioning Deployment Procedures in conjunction 
with the Software Library.

provisioning•Deployment•procedures
The Provisioning Deployment Procedures contain a hierarchal sequence of 
provisioning of steps. Each procedure describes the workflow of all tasks that 
need to be performed to complete the provisioning. The Enterprise Manager 
Grid Control installation comes with a set of out-of-box default Provisioning 
Deployment procedures. Through the Grid Control console, administrators can 
select and schedule a run of the Provisioning Deployment Procedure for a 
mass and unattended provisioning task. In this article, we will examine the 
step-by-step process required to run some of the typical Provisioning 
Deployment Procedures.

For Oracle RAC provisioning, Oracle Enterprise Manger Grid Control provides 
the following Provisioning Deployment Procedures:

•• Oracle Clusterware and RAC provisioning for UNIX , which also  
includes Linux

•• Oracle Clusterware and RAC provisioning for Windows 

The Provisioning Deployment Procedures for RAC deploys the core components 
of the Oracle RAC:

•• Oracle Clusterware 

•• Oracle RAC Database

•• Automatic Storage Management (ASM) (optional)

Oracle Grid Control 10.2.5 Provisioning Deployment Procedures supports the 
provisioning of Oracle 10gR2 RAC and 11gR1 RAC [1], while the Oracle Grid 
Control 11gR1 Provisioning. Deployment Procedures provides the provisioning 
of Oracle Grid Infrastructure 11g Release 2 (11.2) and Oracle Real 
Applications Cluster 11g Release 2 (11.2) [2]

To access the Deployment Procedures, in the Grid Control console, click the 
Deployments tab and you can see the RAC Provisioning Deployment 
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Procedures under Deployment Procedure Manager session, as shown in the 
following figure: 

Figure•1:•Deployment•procedure•Manager

Click RAC Provisioning Procedures to open the schedule deployment window, 
and pick the Provisioning RAC procedure that fits your provisioning needs. The 
follow figure shows a sample list of default Provisioning Deployment Procedures. 

Figure•2:•RAC•provisioning•procedures

The first three provisioning procedures can be used to provision a new RAC 
environment for different platforms, while the bottom two are used to scale up 
or scale down a currently running RAC environment.

In this article, we are going to show how to use the “Oracle RAC Clusterware/RAC 
Provisioning for UNIX” procedure to provision an Oracle RAC environment on 
Linux. Depending on the user requirements, the RAC provisioning procedures 
has two options to select the software source for provisioning.

Option 1: Select an existing Oracle RAC instance as the source. In this option, a 
running Oracle RAC instance is used as the reference to clone from and deploy 
the new RAC environment. Figure 3 shows how to specify the source RAC host 
and its clusterware and RAC /ASM configuration as the reference to be cloned to 
the target host. Optionally, you also can save this configuration as a “gold” image 
in the Software Library by checking the Save to Software Library option.

Figure•4:•Specify•the•existing•RAC•as•the•Reference•for•Cloning•

Option 2: Use the Software Library as the source. In this option, you will use 
the software image component as the “gold” image to provision a new target 
RAC. This option is best suited if you have already created stable, well-tested 
and patched software image components in the Software Library. Using this 
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method, you can ensure all the future deployments and configurations are 
installed using tested and patched configuration consistently. This provisioning 
method can also significantly save on the time and cost of patching, updating 
and testing these RAC instances from fresh installation, as it uses the gold 
images that already include the latest patches and upgrades. The following 
figure shows the selection of software images from the Software Library.

Figure•5:•Use•the•Software•library•for•the•provisioning•Source

One variation of this option is also called “Provisioning RAC using Archived 
Software Binaries.” In this method, the software image component is loaded 
from Oracle software binaries of the installation media that is usually based 
on a major base release such as Oracle 11.1.0.6 without additional patches. 
The next session will discuss this in detail.

The Software Library and Its Software Images Components 
The Software library is a repository that stores software images for future 
deployments. As a part of Grid Control, the Software Library enables the Gold 
Image-based deployment method with the following features: 

•• Allow administrators to save the software images such as operating systems, 
Oracle software as components in the Software Library, and create a set 
of executable instructions called Directives associated with the software 
components about how to interpret and process the contents of particular 
components for deployment. This set of software components and their 
corresponding Directives form the Gold Image for future deployments.

•• Allow administrators to use the Gold Images to create a deployable 
configuration on a single or set of target hosts. This deployment can be 
scheduled and performed automatically in an unattended way.

To use RAC software to provision a new RAC environment, these RAC software 
images—such as clusterware and RAC database software—need to be 
uploaded to form the software components in the Software Library. There are 
two ways to load the RAC software images into the Software Library.

•• Load from the Archived software Binaries. This method will load the 
Archived Software Binaries such as Oracle clusterware and Oracle RAC 
software from the installation media. The software images loaded in this 
method are suited if you want a new installation in the base level of the 
Oracle RAC such as Oracle 11.1.6.0. Once you deploy the RAC environment, 
you would need to upgrade it or apply the latest patches. You can use this 
option to create a running reference RAC environment. This method can 
create the Gold Images based on a reference to build the initial reference 
RAC environment.

•• Load from RAC system that has already been upgraded, patched and 
tested. Future deployments based these Gold Images will ensure the new 
provisioned RAC environment have the same version and patch level and 
configuration of the reference RAC system. 
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In the rest of this article we are going to discuss some of the tasks of 
configuring such an Enterprise Manager provisioning infrastructure and how 
to use it to provision and extend an Oracle RAC database.

Preparation of the Enterprise Manager Provisioning Infrastructure 
Install•Enterprise•Manager•Grid•Control
The configuration process starts with the installation of Oracle Enterprise 
Manager Grid Control. For Enterprise Manager Grid Control 10.2.0.5, the 
installation tasks include the following: 

1. Installing OEL 4.7 64 bit for Grid control server

2. Changing OS kernel parameter and loading rpms required for Grid 
Control installation 

3. Installing Enterprise manager Grid control 10.2.0.3

4. Upgrading Enterprise manager grid control to 10.2..5 with patch 8244731

Refer to [4] for the details. The Enterprise Manager Grid Control 10.2.0.5 
comes with the out-of-box Provisioning Deployment Procedures that 
mentioned in the previous session. We will use them for RAC provisioning in 
the rest of the article. 

Configure•the•Software•library•
The Software Library can be configured from a mounted file system. This file 
system needs to be readable and writeable from the Oracle Management 
Service (OMS) of the Enterprise Manager Grid Control. If the Enterprise 
Manager Grid Control is configured in a single server, the Software Library can 
be configured on a local file system directory of the server that runs the Grid 
Control. If the Enterprise Manager Grid Control is configured in multiple 
servers, you need to make sure the file system directory for the Software 
Library is accessible by all OMS instances of the Grid Control configuration. 
You also need to ensure there is enough free space in the file system for the 
Software Library. The more software images you plan to place in the Software 
Library, the more free space is needed for the file system.

To set up the Oracle Software Library, in the Grid Control console, navigate to 
the Deployment tab and click the Provisioning tab to get to the Provisioning 
page. Then Click Administration tab of the Provisioning page and go to the 
Software Library Configuration session. Click the Add button and specify the 
Software Library Location as shown in figure 6.

Figure•6:•Specify•the•Software•library•Directory•location•

Click OK. You have the Software Library configured as follows:

Figure•7:•The•Software•library•is•Configured
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load•Archived•Software•Binaries•to•the•Software•library•
For the initial RAC deployment, we loaded the Archived Oracle RAC Software 
Binaries into the Software Library by using Oracle clusterware 11.1.0.6 
installation media and Oracle RAC Database 11.1.0.6 installation media. This 
process will populate the 11.1.0.6 clusterware shiphome component and 
Oracle Database shiphome component in the Software Library. Download the 
Oracle clusterware binary linux.x64_11gR1_clusterware.zip file and Oracle 
RAC software binary linux.x64_11gR1_database.zip to a directory in a 
Linux server host that is managed by the Enterprise Manager Grid Control 
which, in turn, owns the Software Library. Then in the Grid Control console, 
Click Deployment tab and select the provisioning tab. The Component tab is 
shown in figure 8:

Figure•8.•Software•library•Components•Configuration

Click Oracle Components under the Components to see the list of Oracle 
Components, go down the list to the RAC Provisioning session and find 
linux_x64/Oracle Clusterware shiphome and linux_x64/Oracle Database 
shiphome Linux_x64 components as shown in Figure 8. Notice that both of 
components are marked as ’Incomplete,’ which means the actual binaries are 
not loaded in the software library. 

Figure•9.•Oracle•Component•list

To load the binary to the Oracle Database shiphome component, select the 
component and click the Edit button to get into the Edit component window.

Figure•10.•Edit•Oracle•Database•Shiphome•Component

Then, click the Upload File tab. This will prompt you for the options to specify 
where you will load the binaries. Select the zip file and upload the binary.
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Figure•11.•Select•and•Upload•the•Oracle•Binaries•to•the•Software•library

After both clusterware and database software binaries are loaded, the state of 
both shiphomes components are marked as “Ready.’’

Figure•12.•Oracle•RAC•Binaries•are•loaded•into•the•Software•library

Provisioning Oracle RAC
In this session, we are going to use an example to show the major steps to 
provision an Oracle RAC using the software images from the Software Library. 
Although the software images used here are the Archived Oracle RAC Software 
Binaries loaded from the Oracle clusterware 11.1.0.6 and Oracle Database 
11.1.0.6 installation media, the steps are very similar if we use the software 
images cloned from an existing reference RAC environment. 

pre-requisite•for•RAC•provisioning•
Before starting the RAC provisioning, the following prerequisites have to be met:

•• Installed and configured OS on the target RAC host(s). For a Linux 
platform, we will need to have implemented the required the kernel 
parameter settings, installed the required rpms packages and completed 
the setup of the “oracle” OS user. The user equivalence of the Oracle user 
between the target RAC hosts need to be configured. See [3] for the details.

•• Installed the Enterprise Manager Agent on the target RAC host(s). Refer to 
the Enterprise Manager Grid Control Installation and Configuration Guide 
[3] for more details. 

•• Prepared seven shared devices: 

$$ Five for the clusterware: 2 OCRs and 3 voting disks 

$$ One for the ASM disk and one for the ASM spfile

•• Mapped these seven shared devices to raw devices /dev/raw1, …/dev/raw7 

•• Established the network interfaces: the public network and the private 
network interfaces (preferably the bonded network interface for the 
private network)

•• Prepared /etc/hosts to include public, private, VIPs: hostnames/IPs

•• Disabled the firewall services on the RAC node

•• Gave the sudo root privilege to the oracle user in the target RAC hosts

•• From the Grid Control console, configured and tested host/cluster 
preferred credentials by putting proper username (oracle) and its 
password of the provisioning target node bvmrac1.us.dell.com as shown in 
figure 13.

Figure•13:•Configure•the•Target•preferred•Credentials

RAC•provisioning•using•the•Deployment•procedures
Use the following steps to schedule the RAC provisioning task:

1. In Grid Control, click the Deployments tab.

2. On the Deployments page, in the Deployment Procedure Manager section, 
click RAC Provisioning Procedures.

3. On the Deployment Procedure Manager page, in the Procedure subtab, 
from the table, select Oracle Clusterware / RAC Provisioning For UNIX.

Figure•14a:•Schedule•Deployment•using•the•Oracle•Clusterware/RAC•
provisioning•for•UNIX•procedure

4. In the Select Source section, select Select from Software Library. In the 
Source for Clusterware section, click the torch icon and select the generic 
component that has the software binaries of Oracle Clusterware. Ensure 
that you select only components that are in “Ready” status. Once you 
select the component name, the application automatically displays the 
component location.

Figure•14b:•Select•Source•for•Clusterware•provisioning

5. In the Source for RAC section, click the torch icon and select the generic 
component that has the software binaries of Oracle Database. For 
ASM, you have the option to not provision ASM, use clusterware or RAC 
components or pick other components as indicated in the figure above. 
As you did in the Source for Clusterware, ensure that you select only 
components that are in “Ready” status. 

continued	on	page	22
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In the Shared Storage Configuration section, provide details about the storage 
devices and click Next.

Figure•17a:•Specify•the•shared•storage•for•the•RAC•Database•provisioning

10. On the Review page, review the details you have provided for provisioning 
Oracle RAC, and click Submit.

11. Check the status of the provisioning process and ensure it completes 
successfully.

Figure•17b:•Check•the•provisioning•Job•Completion•Status

Create•the•Gold•Images•
After the successful initial deployment of 11.1.0.6 RAC, we upgraded the RAC 
instance to 11.1.0.7, applied the required patches and went through the 
verification testing before we used it as the reference RAC to build the gold 
images for future deployments. The follow outlines the process to build the 
gold images.

1. From the Grid control console, click the Deployment Tab and click the 
Provisioning Tab.

Figure•18a:•the•Software•library•Components•page

2. Click Create Component to start creating the clusterware software image 
component. 

Figure•14c:•Select•Sources•for•Oracle•RAC•and•ASM•provisioning

6. On the Select Hosts page, click Add and select the target hosts that form 
the cluster. By default, Private Host Name and Virtual Host Name are 
automatically prefilled with values. Edit them and specify values that match 
your environment. Optionally, you can also specify their IP addresses.

Figure•15:•Specify•the•Target•Host•and•its•Network•Configuration

7. Provide credentials for the Oracle home by selecting Use Preferred 
Credentials.

8. On the Configure Cluster page, provide the Cluster Name, Location etc.

Figure•16a:•Specify•the•Oracle•cluster•and•Oracle•Homes•in•the•
Target Host

9. In the Database Details section, retain the default selection for creating a 
starter database.

Figure•16b:•Specify•the•Database•Details
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directory will be used as the working directory to store the three zipped 
Oracle Homes binaries during the Oracle homes cloning operation. 

3. On the new target node comment out the following line in /etc/sudoers:
            # Defaults     requiretty

4. In Grid Control, click the Deployments tab. On the Deployments page, go 
to the Deployment Procedure Manager section, click RAC Provisioning 
Procedures.

5. On the Deployment Procedure Manager page, in the Procedures subtab, 
select One Click Extend Cluster Database procedure from the table as 
shown in Figure 20. Click Schedule Deployment.

Figure•20a:•Schedule•Deployment•using•One•click•Extend•Cluster•
Database•procedure

6. In the Select Real Application Clusters (RAC) section, select the Oracle 
RAC you want to extend. The associated clusterware and Automatic 
Storage Management (ASM) also gets extended if they already exist.

Figure•20b:•Select•the•RAC•to•Extend

7. In the Reference Host Options section, from the Reference Host list, 
select a host that you want to use as the primary host for performing this 
operation. The Reference Host is the host that is selected for creation of 
clone archives and then transferred to the new target nodes being added.

Figure•20c:•Specify•the•Reference•Host•

8. In the Select New Nodes section, click Add to add new nodes that you want 
to include to the selected Oracle RAC and put the proper user credentials 
for all the Oracle homes.

Figure•18b:•Create•Oracle•Clusterware•Clone•Component•for•the•New•
Clusterware•Image

3. Specify the reference RAC instance host 

Figure•18c:•Configure•the•New•Component

4. Review the component creation and submit the creation job. Once the 
creation job completes, the clusterware component is created and ready 
to be used as the gold image. Using the same method, the Oracle database 
software image component was created as shown in Figure19. These two 
components can be used as the gold images for future RAC deployment. 

Figure•19:•The•New•Components•Created•for•the•11.1.0.7•clusterware•
and•11.1.0.7•Database•Software

Extending Oracle 11g RAC to a New Node
The previously installed RAC cluster can be extended by adding additional 
nodes to the cluster. The One Click Extend Deployment procedure is designed 
to handle this kind of task. This procedure will use one of the original RAC 
nodes as the reference host and clone all the Oracle software from the 
reference host to the new node and then add the new node to the cluster and 
the RAC database configuration. The following are the main steps of 
performing this RAC extension procedure:

1. Prepare a new host as the new target RAC node in the same way as the 
original RAC hosts were prepared, which was mentioned in section Pre-
Requisite for RAC Provisioning. 

2. Ensure the the “/tmp” filesystem on the reference host (bvmrac1.us.dell.com  
in this example) and the new extended target host (bvmrac2.us.dell.com 
in this case) has enough free space (preferably at least 20G) since this 
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Figure•20d:•Specify•the•Target•Host•and•the•User•Credentials

9. The next step is to specify the sys password of ASM instance and the cluster 
database 

10. In the Schedule section, schedule the Deployment Procedure to run either 
immediately or later.

11. On the Review page, review the details you have provided for extending 
Oracle RAC, and click Submit.

12. Check the job status to see if the procedure completed successfully. If there 
is an error, the job will be stopped. Fix the error and resume the job until 
the Job completes successfully.

Figure•21:•Check•the•Deployment•Job•Completion•Status

Conclusions
In this article, we have examined the architecture of the Oracle Enterprise 
Manager Provisioning Solutions. By focusing on some deployment cases, we 
have shown the detailed steps to automate the provisioning of Oracle Real 
Applications Cluster.
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